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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
By Jim Collings

For this month, here’s a review of the ARCI meet held in Willowbrook, Illinois about a month ago: It
was a great meet! I believe this was the second year for this location, just a little closer to Chicago
than the previous location in Bolingbrook. Some attendees said that it was the best meet that they had
ever had, but then it was qualified with “Since we were in Elgin”, (the old historical location where the
Muchow Museum was located).
The meet began at 6:30 on Thursday evening (after registration) with the auction. It was a good
auction with many more items offered than had been expected, and included many desirable and
collectable artifacts. I purchased a hand full of lesser items, and there were not too many passes. They
imposed a 5% buyer’s premium,
emium, and this was noted in the registration materials, but by oversight it
was not announced at the beginning or during the auction. So I was taken by surprise when paying, as
I had forgotten about it. But dollarwise, it was not significant. The auction
auction lasted until just after 9 PM,
and pizza had been ordered and was served near the end, but did not last long, as everyone was hungry.
It was a great time for this indoor event, as it rained before and during the auction, but was clear after,
but rained later during the night.
The flea market officially began at 7AM on Saturday morning, with sales prohibited before that time,
but this was not enforced. Everything seemed to be in full swing before then. The area seemed to me
to be slightly smaller than last year, but vendors were closer together, and probably there were as many
or more than last year. I sold a lot of small items and parts, but no expensive items. I purchased
similar small items and some receivers, but there were not many collectable tubes
tubes offered, or else I
missed them. The more common items were fairly priced, so I believe sellers did very well, and
buyers were happy. During the day there were several programs presented, and a luncheon for the
women. The weather was great!
Friday evening
vening was a banquet where numerous awards were announced, as well as winners of the
contest. The main event was a retirement celebration for Chuck Schaden, a broadcaster who had been
hosting a program of old radio shows on the air for 39 years. It was nice,
nice, but since we had not heard
him, it was not meaningful to us. The contest room was open for viewing after the banquet, and there
were many nice items on display. I was most impressed by a Mignon receiver from about 1916.

Saturday morning the flea market was open to the public, and there were new attendees, some with
their kids and strollers along, but the offerings by vendors were the same. It started to cloud up, and
rain began not long after we left about 11:15.
Overall it was a very good meet and we left with the SUV full. Except for the VRPS in Dallas, this is
the closest major meet to OKC, just under 800 miles. I would urge everyone to attend next year.
Our meeting is Saturday, September 12th at the Hometown Buffet with dinner at 6, and the meeting
beginning around 7PM. Our meeting topic was decided at the last meeting and is homebrews. Later I
was told that we had this topic several months back. I have quite a few new ones to bring, (some from
the ARCI meet), so it should still be interesting. It was great to have a group from the Tulsa club
attend last month, and participate in our tube tester program and purchase items in the donation
auction. Thanks!
Don’t forget out swap meet next month, October 10th at the Midwest City Community Center. Also a
volunteer is needed to host the Christmas Party. See you at the September meeting.
Report for the OKVRC Meeting of August 8th 2009
The summer heat was in the low nineties last weekend in Oklahoma City, hot, but much more
pleasant than the record breaking 109 degree heat that kept most of our regulars away last month. So it
was great to see over twenty of OKVRC members, spouses, and guests attend our second Saturday of
the month meeting at the Hometown Buffet restaurant in Oklahoma City. We were particularly
honored that Chris Cunningham, Scott Petty, Curt Lutz, and Bob Shindhelm from the Heartland
Antique Radio Association, our sister club in Tulsa, made the long drive to join us!
We enjoyed the buffet dinner and lots of pleasant conversation, as we had some members
present we hadn’t seen for a while. We apparently lost track of time and it wasn’t till 7:20 before
Club President Jim Collings called the meeting to order and we settled down to club business. Jim
brought us up to date some upcoming radio-related events, and gave us reports on a couple of radio
meets he recently attended.
The evening’s program was on Tube Testers. For most people past or close to the half-century
mark, a Tube Tester is something they remember seeing at the local drug or grocery store, where folks
could check their TV and stereo tubes, and even buy replacements. Such fixtures are as long gone as
glass milk bottles and 25 cent hamburgers. But on the technician’s bench in every radio and television
repair shop in the world, Tube Testers were once an indispensible tool in the troubleshooting and
repair of all types of electronics. If you are a collector and restorer of vintage tube electronics, a Tube
Tester is probably the first piece of test equipment you acquired when you began to repair your own
sets. In fact, Tube Testers are so varied and interesting that many of them have become highly
collectable all by themselves.
Curiously, the authors of some period radio service textbooks paid little attention to Tube
Testers. Such experts often felt that any technician worth his Rider’s manuals should be able to
troubleshoot down to the faulty stage using analytical skills and signal readings, and then confirm the
identity of the bad tube by substitution. But for the “rest of us” a tube checker is a real time saver,
especially when you get that big box of mystery tubes at a swap meet, and want to know which ones to
keep and which ones to toss.
Tube Testers fall into two general types: The mutual-conductance type and the emission type.
In the mutual-conductance type, a small change of grid voltage is applied to the tube, and the resulting
change of plate voltage measured. In the emission type, the current flow or emission that results when
the filaments are heated and a fixed voltage is placed on the plate determines whether the tube is good
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or bad. Most Tube Testers also can test for shorts between tube elements. Some more sophisticated
Tube Testers are also Radio Testers as well, with cables that can be plugged into the tube sockets of
operating sets, to help isolate problems.
We had at least fifteen different Tube Testers brought to the meeting for display, from the
simplest to the most complex. Bill Jones started off the show-and-tell with a Hickock model 600A, and
even explained how it can be calibrated. Roger Knapp showed a Heathkit model. Our Tulsa guests
brought a large number of Tube Testers, including a couple of very simple early models, built in the
twenties when the number of tube types was still small. Also, a 1939 Jackson model 634 was shown.
One of our Tulsa guests brought a particularly nice unit in a beautifully restored hardwood case. This
Tube Tester really stood out, as most tube checkers were housed in metal or leatherette cover cases.
We got to view a couple of Hickock TV7 Tube Testers, considered by many collectors the “Holy
Grail” of Tube Testers. A more modern unit, an EICO 667, didn’t have the sockets to test early tubes,
but would be very useful to a collector of more recent electronics. Newer units like this can usually test
transistors as well.
Jim Collings had a large collection of his own to share, starting with a tiny four-socket DayRad from the twenties with only four sockets. Also, Jim brought an NRI model 68 (made by Triplet), a
Heathkit TC2, a Triplet 3413A, a Hickock 600A, and a Hickock 533. And Jim brought a B&K 550,
this unit has few controls and a lot of sockets; you just plug the tube into the appropriate socket for its
type. Dale McLellan brought in a Hickock 500X, a military model. And your club secretary brought in
a Tube Tester made by a name familiar to every radio collector: Philco!
We finished up the evenings program with a donation auction. A RCA Victor Magic Antenna
from a late thirties console, a nice Art-Deco radio table model cabinet, a Philco model 20 cathedral
cabinet, car radios of many vintages, a box of speakers, two twenties radio horns w/o drivers, a VCR, a
cordless phone, a tabletop TV antenna, a CB radio, a CRT Tester, a ham radio antenna dummy load,
and some empty metal cabinets all went home with new owners. Thanks to all who brought in their
Tube Testers to share with the club, and also those who brought in all the stuff for the auction. See you
next month! Jim Tyrrell – Secretary
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The Hewlett Packard 606A
By Bill Jones

The HP 606A signal generator was designed in the late 50’s. Many consider it to be the ultimate in LC
oscillators because of its outstanding performance. It is however, difficult to lift because of its 46
pounds. The generator outputs a signal with a wide frequency range. The range is from 50 kc to 65 mc
with overlapping coverage. The output stays constant as frequency is varied to within one db. The
output is continuously adjustable from 3 volts rms to 0.1 microvolt. The frequency is accurate to
within one percent. The generator was made for years. It is still popular for radio repair and Ham
radio use.
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The piezo-electric crystal was well known before WW1 and it is has been suggested that Sonar was in
an experimental phase at this time. If so, the crystal was perhaps used as the first oscillator source. It
would have been for audio frequencies. The LC (tuned circuit) oscillator was probably the original
means for generating radio frequency signals. The LC oscillator was no doubt used during WW1. The
invention of some of the well known types of oscillators is recorded around 1918 (Hartley Oscillator,
for example). In the beginning, vacuum tube amplifiers would often have problems with undesired or
spurious oscillations. Ways to prevent this oscillation were studied. The screen grid tube was very
helpful in preventing these spurious oscillations. The oscillator, however, turned out to be basic to
much of the electronic technology that we have today. We could not have cell phones, television,
computers or radio without the oscillator, not that those are necessarily good things. While a receiver
does not need an oscillator (TRF), the transmitter does.
It could be said that the LC oscillator is not stable or accurate. In today’s terms that would be quite
true. While accuracy and stability are related terms, they have different definitions. About the best
stability an LC oscillator has is around one cycle per one hundred thousand cycles. It is difficult to
obtain this stability (one part in ten to the fifth) without an oven for the tuned circuit. For a variable
frequency oscillator, the accuracy is another problem. Most of our signal generators are fairly unstable
and inaccurate. I am thinking of the generators that we might use in radio service. I would guess that if
you set the dial on many of these generators for a certain frequency, it could easily be off by several
percent. After all these radio service generators were seldom calibrated, perhaps at the factory, if then.
Some of the “good” signal generators, the Hickok 288X for example, added a crystal oscillator for
calibration purposes and this allowed better accuracy. Hickok advertised the 288X as a “Universal
Crystal Controlled Signal Generator”. Actually, the crystal did not control anything. It was used only
for calibration purposes. It was a great addition – possibly picked up and used by others – Hewlett
Packard? The Hickok was considered a good signal generator for radio service. It would, however, not
be noted for its stability compared to the HP oscillator. The output of the 288X was far from sinusoidal
– the output was rich in harmonics. The actual output voltage was small and undefined. The 288X is a
versatile generator and does many things very poorly.
Crystal oscillators are about ten times better than the LC oscillator. The integrated circuit made the
frequency synthesizer possible, but a stable source is still necessary for the synthesizer. The quartz
crystal was the original stable source. Today, there are oscillator sources much more stable than the
quartz crystal. The synthesizer is as accurate and stable as its source oscillator. Tube synthesizers
were used in the 1950’s but they were to my knowledge experimental and difficult to use. They were
better than the LC oscillator but not as good as a crystal.
HP designed the 606A for laboratory work but the synthesizer made the 606A obsolete. The
frequency accuracy/stability available today from synthesizers was unthinkable when the 606A was
designed. The synthesizer is very expensive – difficult to repair and totally unnecessary for simple
radio repair requirements.
The 606A is all tube (19 tubes) and not too difficult to repair. It is popular with ham operators and
those that repair radios. It is a step above and perhaps a luxury signal generator when used for radio
repair work. It was originally designed for laboratory work and was very expensive. I was able to
obtain one for my engineering design work and used it for several years until synthesizers became
available. After retirement, I searched for and found one for my personal use and have never had a
problem with it. It is one of my favorite pieces of test equipment. My HP is actually a 606B but has all
the specifications of the 606A with an addition that allows the frequency to be changed with an input
voltage.
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The 606A provides means to check the sensitivity of a receiver since the output of the generator is
known and variable down to less than one microvolt. It allows you to check the gain of a stage
because of its accurate ten db per step attenuator with its infinitely variable output adjustment. The
frequency accuracy is quite desirable for radio alignment. The pass band of an I.F. amplifier is
designed to be flat and have a certain bandwidth only at the design frequency. It will not be flat, and
have the correct bandwidth at any other frequency. While this is not a problem, (who cares or who
knows) for most inexpensive radios there are some who want the pass band to be as designed by the
manufacturer, ham radio operators for example. It will be found that in most radios a good pass band
is only obtained with a sweep generator even if you do have the correct center frequency. Without the
correct frequency, there is a problem.
The 606A provides a one percent frequency accuracy which is much better than that provided by most
generators of the late 50’s. The HP gives a known output frequency because it has crystal oscillators
that allow calibration for each one hundred kc increment, or each one mc increment. That is, it
provides a marker output for either 100kc dial increments or one mc dial increments. There are two
crystals in the HP. The Hickok only had one crystal, which is not as accurate as the HP crystals. The
HP dial pointer is moveable to agree with these markers. This allows the frequency to be known to
within one percent if the crystals are properly adjusted/calibrated.
The internal structure of the generator is fairly massive which is necessary because any small change in
the structure dimension will result in frequency drift. The unit is designed around a thick cast
aluminum base. The oscillator coils (inductors) are placed on a large turret that is a round plate about
eight inches in diameter. The inductor wires are attached to contacts on the turret. The frequency
selector control turns the turret to move the inductor contacts around to the oscillator contacts. The
turret arrangement keeps all the wires in the oscillator circuit very short and thus improves both the
stability and the frequency range available. There are actually two turrets – one for the oscillator and
one for the output amplifier circuit.
The mechanical design is remarkable. The band-switch is unusual in that it disconnects itself from the
turret after a band change. This is an important feature because when the band switch contacts are
moved even slightly; there will be a small change in frequency. The HP has a frequency range for each
band of about 3.5 to 1. This infers a variable capacitance range of over ten to one. This can be difficult
to obtain when band switching is involved.
The 606A has a sinusoidal R.F. output, which is not usual for the inexpensive signal generator but
desirable and even necessary for some work. It also provides a sinusoidal audio modulating oscillator.
Two audio frequencies are provided; 400 hundred cycles and 1000 cycles. The oscillator that generates
the modulation signals comes from the original HP type circuit that actually made the HP Company.
The audio oscillator was the first product available from the company and the oscillator is still popular
today. A meter on the front panel of the generator reads the percent modulation. It is variable from
zero to one hundred percent. External modulation is also allowed from a front panel connector. A
second meter on the front panel monitors the R.F. output.
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OKVRC Auction

This 606A will be donated to OKVRC for auction. This unit has been calibrated and is in good working condition. All
nineteen tubes have been tested and are good or better. The unit has been cleaned and lubricated as needed. The line cord is
good. The exterior has suffered being previously of Air Force service equipment. It has probably been calibrated more than
it has been used. It has had numerous cal stickers on its front panel. These stickers have been removed and have left marks
on the front panel. The generator, however, has been little used. This is clear because the tubes appear original and of the
same make. It has had very little repair work.

The bid for this HP 606A will start at forty-nine dollars. The bidding will begin with this edition and
will continue to be open for bid until the November edition. The tubes or the attenuator are worth more
than forty-nine dollars. Monies received will be put into the OKVRC treasury.
If you wish to bid on this equipment, please email the Editor at rxradio@aol.com (Or call 405330-1802) with your best offer over forty-nine dollars. The bidder’s name will be withheld
from publication. The Editor will inform bidders of their status by email.

NEW*NEW*NEW*** The OKVRC Monthly Breakfast will be held at 8:30 AM, Wednesday morning,
September 9, 2009, at Cattleman's, 1309 South Agnew, Oklahoma City. This new location is on the right
of the first stop light South of I-40 on Agnew.
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Article series for OKVRC newsletter by member Art Hoch
“DR.” JOHN R. BRINKLEY, GOAT GLANDS AND RADIO (Part II)

J. R. Brinkley was able to secure a license to practice medicine in Arkansas
after he “graduated” from the Eclectic Medical College in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1915. Fortunately
for him and a few other students, Arkansas was one of eight states which recognized the school.
Whether he actually completed any course work ---- or purchased his diploma for $500, as some
claimed, is not factually known. But we have Doc’s words, as the authority on the matter, he
graduated. The propriety of J. R. being a graduate of the defunct school came into question when it
was implicated in a diploma-mill scandal reported by the Kansas City Star newspaper.
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After practicing for a short time in Fulton, Kansas, and Judsonia, Arkansas, Doc served an equally
brief stint with the U. S. Army at Fort Bliss, Texas. There he supposedly was in charge of the medical
well being of 2,208 new recruits. As a result, he had a nervous breakdown and was discharged from
the service. Then he worked for a short time at Armor and Company, meat packers, in the Kansas City
stockyards. There he observed what would serve him well during nearly all his professional career.
While at Armor, he marveled at the mating activities of goats outside the slaughterhouse door before
they became a package of meat. He later related goats were known to be disease free (human disease
that is). At any rate, goat “glands” stuck in his mind and that would serve him well.
Down to their last few dollars, Doc and Minnie read a newspaper want ad stating the community of
Milford, Kansas, population 2,000, was in need of a doctor. Whether a medical man had gone off to
war (WW I) and not returned, or for some other reason, a void needed to be filled. The decision was
made to head for Kansas. Arriving in Milford with $23, they discovered the town had only 200
residents, not 2,000. Doc said they were staying; Minnie cried.
Brinkley was knowledgeable about some experiments being carried out in Europe. They involved
work by Charles Edouard-Brown-Sequard and Eugen Steinach. They both conducted tests; Sequard
crushed testicles of young dogs and guinea pigs and injected himself with the serum. Steinach tied off
the channel leading from the testes to the ejaculatory duct. Increased levels of testosterone would be
the result claimed Steinach. Frenchman Serge Voronoff treated eunuchs in the court of the King of
Egypt for many diseases, concluding they lacked normal resistance because they produced no
testosterone. He also transplanted pieces of monkey glands into aging men, claiming unproven
success.
Some people in the European nations most directly affected by the war professed a fear (probably
imaginary) that so many young men had died during the war there might not be enough of them left to
“carry on the species” ----- at least in their countries. The resulting clamor over the experiments
conducted by Sequard, Stinach, and Voronoff set the stage for J. R. Brinkley. He would take
advantage.
Doc and Minnie rented a small building in Milford. In the front was a drug store; in the back two
rooms, one an office, and one the apartment they would live in. To his credit he worked hard and
treated many who suffered from the flu, which was in epidemic by 1918. Late one evening, William
Stittsworth, a local, came to Doc complaining he had no pep, felt tired all the time, was a “flat tire,”
and was suffering from failing virility. He too knew about goats and wanted the doctor to implant him
with some“billy goat n-u-t-s.” As Doc told the story later, his sense of ethics left him reluctant, but
Stittsworth insisted. An appointment, late one night, saw the surgery accomplished. Stittsworth
claimed that his life was transformed.
The Junction City Union newspaper reported in July of 1918 that “the Brinkley-Jones Hospital is
nearing completion” and that the first patient was a boy who had his tonsils removed. Obviously a
hospital in a town of 200 (or maybe less) and off the beaten path would not survive on tonsillectomies.
Observing the number of older people in the area, Doc let it be known his operation had “transformed”
Stittsworth. After his alteration, William convinced others to have the same surgery. (Would he have
said anything if he didn’t think it had worked?) Word spread, and soon it became apparent that Doc
had “built a better mousetrap.” And then the most remarkable thing happened: Stittworth’s wife gave
birth to a bouncing baby boy 9 months later. He was aptly named “Billy!” And the race was on.
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Doc, being the shrewd person he was, decided he needed a publicist. One came out from Kansas City.
After their visit, the agency man claimed, “…you’re sitting on a million dollars.” It would not be long
before the Brinkleys had all the business they wanted. The new hospital filled up and the Brinkleys
built a new home….”the largest in Geary County.” Because Minnie’s brother Dr. Tiberius Jones had
helped get “the show on the road,” the hospital initially bore his name as well. Later the common
reference was the “Brinkley Hospital” or the “Brinkley Sanatorium.”
Initially patients could bring their own goats with them and house them in pens constructed behind the
hospital. Once Doc performed surgery on two fellows from California who brought Angora goats with
them. The result was the patients had a terrible odor post-surgery. No more Angoras. From then on,
the Toggenberg breed was used exclusively. A goodly supply of goats was found in Arkansas, and
before long a weekly shipment of 50 arrived at the railroad freight office, a mile across the river. In
due time, men were “bleating” down the door!
A foray into Chicago where Doc performed surgery on Chancellor J. J. Tobias of the University of
Chicago School of Law (and several others) resulted in big bucks but also a little trouble. Authorities
began to question the credentials of Brinkley and he wisely stayed away after that. Instead, he visited
the state of Vermont where he had license by reciprocity and made quite a lot of money. Hit and run?
Probably. At any rate by July of 1920, “thousands were visiting Milford,” according to his biographer
friend Clement Wood. The boom was on in Milford.
In January of 1922, somehow in spite of “thousands” visiting, Brinkley was broke. He threatened to
move to Mexico if more patients didn’t show up for his “compound surgery” at $750 per. Then
something happened in February, which set the stage for a meteoric rise in his career. He had an
invitation to come to California.
Stay tuned.
Bibliography: The Life of a Man, by Clement Wood; The Bizarre Careers of Dr. Brinkley by R. Alton
Lee; The Roguish World of Doctor Brinkley by Gerald Carson; Quacks and Crusaders by Erick S.
Juhnke; Charlatan by Brock Pope; the Brinkley Papers from the Kansas State Historical Society
Library in Topeka, Kansas.
(To be continued)
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MEMBERSHIP:
OKVRC Membership is $15.00 per year. You are invited to join us in our celebration of Vintage Radio by sending your
check to OKVRC, PO BOX 50625, Midwest City, OK, 73140-5625.
As a service to OKVRC members, the month of your membership expiration date is printed on the mailing label. Below is
a sample label:

John Q. Collector
1234 SW 56th Street
Choctaw, OK 73123-1234
Expires 10/09

If your expiration date is highlighted, your membership has expired and you are in jeopardy of being dropped from the
Broadcast News distribution list.

OKVRC CLASSIFIED ADS
Send all ads to editor OKVRC, Attn: editor, Broadcast News, PO BOX 50625, Midwest City, OK 731405625 Or E-mail directly to RXRADIO@AOL.COM
Advertising policy: Member’s ads are FREE. Small donations will be accepted for non-member’s ads.
WANTED:

Transmitters, Receivers, Ham gear, Boat Anchors Radio, Test Equipment, Tubes, Parts, you name it. Call Tom Laszynski
at (405) 741-1176 or e-mail me at k8jrm@arrl.net.
WANTED: Dial bezel and dial pointer for a E. H. Scott Receiver, Model SLR-H or Navy RBO-2. Also, need metal Identification plate
for a Navy RBO-2 receiver. Contact Tom Laszynski at either k8jrm@arrl.net or 405.741.1176.
WANTED: Any radio related German items. Especially WWII radios, tubes, and accessories. I'm a buyer also for Grundig,
Telefunken radios and tubes from the 1950-1965 era. Frank Karner (405) 769-4656 fkarner@cox.net
WANTED: Tubes for my German repair business. need a quantity of these tubes, either good used or NOS please: EF89 = 6DA6;
EABC80= 6AK8; EM34 = 6CD7; ECC808 = 6KX8, EM80 =6BR5 EL34 = 6CA7; EF86 = 6267; Frank Karner, email: fkarner@cox.net (405) 769-4656
WANTED: I'M YOUR BUYER for tube amplifiers- music, PA, any type! Also amplifier tubes, tube testers, etc. Frank Karner (405)
769-4656 fkarner@cox.net
WANTED: I need some 6FG6 Tubes (European number is EM84) to get me thru the winter's work. Also need a few 6BR5 (EM80)
tubes. Thanks! Frank Karner fkarner@cox.net (405) 769-4656
WANTED: Briggs & Stratton (BASCO) radio items: Crystal radio, tube sockets, A-B-C power supplies, boxed parts, radio
advertising and promotional items. Dale Boyce (414)353-0734 or radioman@wi.rr.com
WANTED: Bakelite case for Philco Boomerang model 49-501 deco radio. Cracked, nice or restorable...whatever condition you have!
Frank Karner, 12432 Elizabeth Cove, Midwest City, OK. 73130. E-mail: fkarner@cox.net (405) 769-4656
WANTED: Parts for a 1925 SUPER ZENITH 27. This is similar to the Super Zenith VII, except for the AC power supply, meter. I
need the AC power supply (Maybe there are 2 used?) and perhaps some small parts. THANKS! Frank Karner (405) 7694656 fkarner@cox.net
WANTED: RESTORED Philco model 90, good condition and “reasonably” priced. Rod Higgens, (405) 329-3013,
hotrod808@sbcglobal.net
FOR SALE: ANTIQUE RADIO RESTORATION VIDEOS. Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are currently available. Check my web page for
more details and special deals! Go to http://www.bretsoldradios.com/
FOR SALE: Magnet wire sizes 10 ga to 40 ga. Coaxial cables and antenna wire. Mike LaPuzza, Clear Signal Products, Inc.
405-745-9473 email: wire@coaxman.com
FOR SALE: Radio Chassis Holders. These maintenance stands hold a chassis while work on it. Small stand - $37.50, and Brackets $2.50 Plus Shipping. Large stand - $55.00 and brackets - $2.50 Plus Shipping. Contact Steve Strong at (405) 634-7547 or
e-mail Scstrong1@cox.net.
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FOR SALE: House wiring antenna networks, “Aircore” choke Baluns, Balun Isolation transformers and amateur 1KW “Aircore” 1 to 1, 1 to
4 and 1 to 9 “pigtail” weatherproof Baluns. L.W. Rousseau (405)842-0125
SERVICE: FIELDING ELECTRONICS, INC. We restore old radios both electronically and refinishing. Radios must be complete
with knobs and dial glass/escutcheons. Fielding Electronics, Inc, PO Box 2601, Ardmore, OK 73402, Phone # 580-2229408
SERVICE: Old Radio Restoration and Servicing: Dale McLellan, rxradio@aol.com or 405-330-1802, Edmond, OK

"Motivated seller wants to clear large garage full of consoles! Also many chassis,
table radios, books, literature, parts, etc. Located in Meade Kansas, just north of
the Oklahoma Kansas line. Contact Mark Minks for photos, and to arrange time for
viewing. Mark Minks, E-mail: ak768@yahoo.com. Mark has a number of good
photos of the contents, very reasonable prices. I estimate he may 25 consoles
alone... Philcos to Atwater Kents. Just wanted club members to know...I believe
that's the idea of a club. Frank Karner"

OKVRC EDITOR: Broadcast News
PO BOX 50625
Midwest City
OK 73140-5625
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